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•

Investor experience and academic research since the global financial
crisis reflects a growing realization that credit conditions can affect future
macroeconomic outcomes.

•

We investigate whether credit booms throughout history have had any
explanatory power to account for future asset class returns.

•

We find that credit booms tend to systematically predict poor returns in the
near future for equities, both in absolute terms and relative to bonds.

•

Investors who tilted their portfolio allocations based on a credit boom signal
would have been able to improve portfolio performance.

•

The contribution of the credit boom signal is meaningful when compared with
other well-established signals such as momentum and value.

The financial crisis of 2008 and its aftermath

evidence that credit growth signals can

served as a reminder that credit conditions

potentially improve portfolio performance

can profoundly affect macroeconomic and

through tactical asset allocation.

financial outcomes. A wave of academic
research guided by macroeconomic history
has provided evidence that periods of more
rapid growth in economywide leverage are
more likely to be followed by slower growth,
deeper recession and a greater chance of
financial crises. But if leverage has predictive
power for these macroeconomic outcomes, it
should also provide signals to investors about
likely directional shifts in asset markets.
Long-run annual panel data for the advanced
economies show that credit booms are a
negative signal, not just for real GDP growth
looking forward, but also for equities and
bonds in absolute terms, and for equities
relative to bonds. Our research provides

This paper explores whether past and
current movements in aggregate credit can
be used as a predictor of future asset
returns, and how this information could have
value in both time series and cross section
for the construction of multicountry
investment portfolios at the level of major
asset classes. Clearly, these issues are
important, and they might be seen as a
promising source of potential investment
performance gain because, in practice,
different economies are typically at different
stages in their leverage cycles. Our major
finding is that it is possible to enhance
portfolio performance over time when

2

investors’ allocation weights are tilted away from a
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For our empirical work, we need a suitable candidate credit

benchmark 60/40 portfolio based on credit cycle

boom signal. We use the change in the credit (bank loans)–

information’s predictive content for asset returns.

to-GDP ratio over three years (denoted as D3CREDGDPit in

This study is motivated by important findings in the
academic literature on macrofinance over the past 10 years,
in the aftermath of the global financial crisis. That research
has found consistent and significant links between the credit
cycle and subsequent outcomes, such as the risk of a
financial crisis, the pace of GDP growth, the level of
aggregate investment, and changes in house prices and
interest rates. The evidence comes not simply from the
recent past but from historical samples going back to the
late 19 th century.1 Moreover, newer evidence suggests that
these relationships are not merely predictive but may also
reflect a direct causal link to credit supply shocks, with
important implications for the future design of
macroeconomic models.2
If credit does have a predictive relationship to real and financial
outcomes in the macroeconomy, we think it is natural to ask
whether such information can be useful to investors. Do
movements in aggregate credit predict future asset returns? Is
the relationship statistically significant? Do the effects last for a
long time? Would reacting to such signals produce portfolios

country i at time t). Researchers have used a variety of lag

structures, but a window of about three to five years captures
medium-term credit cycles and has good predictive
performance for macroeconomic outcomes.3 For
comparability, and to avoid data mining and optimization based
on asset returns, we take this lag structure directly from the
literature and apply it naively.

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF PREDICTED RETURNS
Our first step is to more rigorously develop and test models of
asset returns, using leverage signals to strengthen the basic idea.
To investigate return forecasting ability, we apply the method
of local projections.4 We use panel ordinary least squares
(OLS) regression to forecast cumulative USD total returns as
a function of the lagged three-year average credit growth
D3CREDGDP, and other controls. Our exact model
specification is

log total USD returni,t+h – log total USD returni,t
= ah + bh D3CREDGDPit + ch Xit + eit

with better performance as a result of tilts in asset allocation
across countries and across time? We present new evidence to
support the view that credit history has the potential to
profitably inform portfolio positioning.

(1)

where the outcome variable is the h-year-ahead cumulative
total USD returns on equities or bonds in country i at year t.
The other controls, Xit , include country fixed effects and

macro variables in the form of lagged inflation and lagged

DATA SOURCES

real GDP per capita growth. We also include two now

At the annual frequency, we use the Jordà-Schularick-Taylor

conventional and widely used asset pricing factors,

(JST) long-run historical panel data set (http://www.
macrohistory.net/data/). This data source runs at an annual
frequency for 1870–2015 for as many as 17 advanced
economies. It provides a private credit measure based on bankloans-to-GDP, and it now includes total real returns to four
major asset classes (equities, housing, government bonds and
government bills).

momentum (one-year lagged total return) and value (equity
dividend yield or real bond yield).5
Given our focus on using credit to forecast future asset
returns, the key coefficient of interest is bh on the lagged
credit growth variable D3CREDGDP. In the analysis, we
ensure all of the controls are centered and standardized, so

1 For example, see Moritz S chularick and Alan M. Taylor, “Credit Booms Gone Bust: Monetary Policy, Leverage Cycles, and Financial Crises, 1870–2008,”
American Economic Review, April 2012: 1029–1061; Òscar Jordà, Moritz Schularick, and Alan M. Taylor, “Leveraged Bubbles,” Journal of Monetary Economics,
December 2015: S1–S20; Jordà, Schularick and Taylor, “When Credit Bites Back,” Journal of Money, Credit and Banking, November 2013: 3–28; Jordà,
Schularick and Taylor, “The Great Mortgaging: Housing Finance, Crises, and Business Cycles,” Economic Policy, January 2016: 107–115.
2 Atif R. Mian, Amir Sufi and Emil Verner, “Household Debt and Business Cycles Worldwide,” Quarterly Journal of Economics, November 2017: 1755–1817
3 See the above-cited work of Mian-Sufi-Verner, which uses the three-year change in total private-credit-to-GDP to study debt and the business cycle, with a focus on
predicting future real GDP outcomes. We can replicate the authors’ approach to GDP outcomes, but our focus is on implications for asset returns. The above-cited
Jordà-Schularick-Taylor research papers generally used five years of individual or averaged lag changes in bank-loans-to-GDP.
4 Òscar Jordà, “Estimation and Inference of Impulse Responses by Local Projections,” American Economic Review, March 2005: 161–182
5 Clifford S. Asness, Tobias J. Moskowitz and Lasse Heje Pedersen, “Value and Momentum Everywhere,” Journal of Finance, June 2013: 929–985
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impulse response coefficients can be interpreted as the

We find that larger credit booms measured by D3CREDGDP

change in the forecast due to a +1 standard deviation (s.d.)

go hand in hand with USD return underperformance in

shock in the corresponding regressor. For reference, in the

equities relative to bonds. In the first three years, given a +1

sample used here D3CREDGDP has a mean of 3.77% and an

s.d. shock to D3CREDGDP, the forecast USD total equity

s.d. of 8.82%.

returns drop by an average of about 250 to 300 bps per year,
but the forecast USD total bond returns are virtually flat.

Exhibit 1 displays the impulse responses for bh in graphical
form for equities and bonds, using the forecast model on the

These results provide further support for a leverage-based

post-1950 advanced economy panel. In these charts, the

portfolio tilt approach, and by adding controls we can be

solid line shows the response out to a five-year horizon for

further reassured. We now see that, from a forecasting

cumulative USD total returns for a +1 s.d. shock to

perspective, leverage signals contain distinct predictive

D3CREDGDP, with confidence intervals of ±1 and ±2 s.d.

information about asset returns that is not already

shown by dashed and dotted lines, respectively. Similar

summarized in macro data or in standard factors like

results are obtained for equity and bond local currency

momentum and value.

returns and also for equity and bond returns expressed in

CROSS-SECTIONAL PERFORMANCE GAINS WITH A
GLOBAL PORTFOLIO SORT BACKTEST

USD as an excess over three-month Treasury bills.
The key test here is whether the coefficient on D3CREDGDP
is statistically significant. We are also interested in whether it
has the expected sign. The null hypothesis is clearly rejected,
and the coefficient on D3CREDGDP is statistically significant
at Years 1–5 for equities but not for bonds. (As can be

The first test of whether leverage signals can improve asset
allocation is a pure cross-section test in the form of a simple
high-minus-low sort. We refer to this as a sort on a leverage
factor (L).6 We ask: Do global portfolios weighted more
toward low credit boom economies and less toward high

inferred from the exhibits, if, as a robustness check, we use

credit boom economies outperform? Can such sorts also

the credit variable lagged one year to allow for delayed data

outperform other sorts based on traditional factors, such as

releases, this produces similar responses.)

a value factor (V) and a momentum factor (M)?

Exhibit 1: Predicted future USD total return index, response to +1 s.d. change in D3CREDGDP out to 5 years (annual
data for advanced economies since 1950 – 2015 sample)
Equities (absolute return)

Bonds (absolute return)
6
Cumulative USD total return (log x 100)

Cumulative USD total return (log x 100)
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Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only. Source: PIMCO calculations using Jordà-Schularick-Taylor database.

6 We use the notation L (for “leverage”) for this factor as a way of avoiding the designation C (for “credit”) because that would invite confusion given the use of the same
notation for the already established carry factor (e.g., CMV).
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For this test, we use the same leverage indicator as above,

row, every column considers a different combination of

D3CREDGDP, and in each year rank 14 advanced economies

factors to be used as signals. The first column (null) means

on this variable relative to its lagged 20-year country-specific

there are no signals and the excess return is zero. The next

mean. We also create ranks based on momentum, defined

three columns refer to returns when L, M and V are used as

as the prior year’s total return, and value, defined as the

single factors. The last four columns consider multiple

equity dividend yield or the real bond yield, using lagged

factors: MV, ML, VL and MVL.

7

10-year average inflation. The leverage ranking is inverse
(high is adverse for risk assets); the momentum and value
rankings are noninverse (high is favorable for risk assets).

The results are consistent, and even the full-sample results
since 1890 with leverage only show a meaningful gain in
Sharpe ratio – for example, from 0.455 to 0.489 for equity,

We apply these sorts to cross-country equity, bond and

0.224 to 0.236 for bonds and 0.432 to 0.447 for the 60/40

60/40 portfolios, with returns computed at an annual

(equity/bonds). To see the wider range of signals, we can

frequency in U.S. dollars. The L, M and V portfolios are

zoom in on the 1980–2015 results in Exhibit 2. Here:

constructed to be long the top tercile and short the bottom
tercile of countries for each ranking, respectively. These are
pure long/short portfolios and can be judged on excess
returns. Alternatively, we compute a long-only portfolio that
is the underlying equity, bond and 60/40 portfolios plus the
long/short, meaning these are double-weight the top tercile

• For equity, the best single signal by far is L. The null has a
Sharpe ratio of 0.497. At an annual frequency, M has negative
value, lowering the Sharpe to 0.377; the V signal achieves
0.596; and the L achieves 0.613. Of all the cases with multiple
signals, the best is VL at 0.631.

and zero-weight the bottom tercile.

• For bonds, the best single signal is M, with L close behind.

The Sharpe ratios of excess returns are shown in Exhibit 2. In

• The null has a Sharpe ratio of 0.468. The M has a Sharpe

the table, the three panels refer to equity, bond and 60/40
portfolios. Within each panel, the rows refer to sample
periods. Before 1958, we have uneven value signal data

of 0.510, the V achieves 0.490, and the L achieves 0.503.
With multiple signals, the best is ML or MVL at 0.512.

availability, so only the credit signal is reported. Across each
Exhibit 2: Sharpe ratios for excess returns to portfolio sorts with different signals (null = no signal, L = leverage,
M = Momentum, V = Value)
(1)
No signals

(2)
Single signals

(3)
Multiple signals

(a) EQUITY

NULL

L

M

V

MV

ML

VL

MVL

1890–2015

0.455

0.489

—

—

—

—

—

—

1958–2015

0.496

0.579

0.399

0.567

0.496

0.503

0.593

0.537

1980–2015

0.497

0.613

0.377

0.596

0.498

0.508

0.631

0.552
MVL

(B) BONDS

NULL

L

M

V

MV

ML

VL

1890–2015

0.224

0.236

—

—

—

—

—

—

1958–2015

0.436

0.459

0.466

0.448

0.465

0.467

0.46

0.466

1980–2015

0.468

0.503

0.51

0.49

0.51

0.512

0.505

0.512

(C) 60/40

NULL

L

M

V

MV

ML

VL

MVL

1890–2015

0.432

0.447

—

—

—

—

—

—

1958–2015

0.547

0.625

0.47

0.602

0.55

0.56

0.628

0.585

1980–2015

0.557

0.669

0.462

0.638

0.565

0.577

0.673

0.611

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only. Source: PIMCO calculations using Jordà-Schularick-Taylor database

7 Three countries out of 17 in the JST data set were dropped due to limited data: Canada, Portugal and Switzerland.
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• For 60/40 portfolios, the best single signal is L. The null has a
Sharpe ratio of 0.557. The M has a Sharpe of 0.462, the V
achieves 0.638, and the L achieves 0.669. With multiple
signals, the best is VL at 0.673.
When all signal combinations are considered, in every case the
best sort is always a multiple signal sort, which always includes

5

In detail, from 1980 on we make a rolling one-step forecast of
annual returns r for the vector of the two assets, using the

fitted values from the previous regressions for each asset class
at the one-year horizon:

Forecast annual total USD returni,t+1
= ah + bh D3CREDGDPit + c h Xit .

L, with VL for equities and ML for bonds. (Note that the failure of
M for equities is due to the annual frequency of observation. As
we shall discuss later, and as is well known, M has a signal
value at higher frequencies, such as quarterly.)
Thus, leverage seems to matter: Credit growth has crosssectional predictive value for asset returns and allocation
decisions, judged by the performance gains of these simple

We can implement this forecasting model in various ways; we
can include all controls, but we can also look at alternatives
with some controls, or even with no controls as the null.
We performed the rolling regressions with both unconstrained
and constrained coefficients, with similar results. In the more

portfolio sorts.

conservative constrained results shown below, the

TIME-SERIES AND CROSS-SECTIONAL
PERFORMANCE WITH A MARKOWITZ
MODEL BACKTEST

regressions were restricted to conventional positive values

Our portfolio sort results show that gains can be made in cross
section by an asset allocation that tilts away from countries in
high credit boom states and toward countries in low credit

(2)

coefficients on momentum and value in the rolling
and the coefficient on credit was restricted to negative values.
We did this to ensure that the signal would not invert arbitrarily
in some windows and create spurious support for the
assumed model. Coefficients on real output growth and
lagged inflation were left unconstrained.

boom states. But can this idea extend to time-series asset

Given the rolling forecast and the covariance matrix of pooled

allocation? We argue that it can. To provide evidence for this, we

excess returns v in the raw data, the optimal tangent portfolio

expand the analysis in two ways:
• Using a predictive model of asset returns like those above to
inform portfolio allocation in each country, based on the state
of the credit cycle and other factors
• Breaking the constraint of the baseline 100% long-only
allocation to equities and bonds to go long/short with
leverage, with the offsetting position in USD short-term bills
The approach we take is a standard out-of-sample recursive
backtest using the model’s annual return forecasts to solve a
Markowitz stock/bond allocation problem for each country. We
use the same type of regression models as above to make
rolling forecasts of a vector of excess returns for each country
and each year for equities and bonds (relative to three-month
U.S. Treasury bills), focusing on forward-looking total returns at
a holding period horizon of one year (h = 1). In the model, we
include as controls momentum, value and lags of the change in
private-credit-to-GDP (bank lending), plus country fixed effects,
lagged real output growth and lagged inflation.

v−1 r is then used as an asset allocation rule at Year t. To

ensure we are using past data, only the pre-1970 sample data

are used to estimate v in this exercise. We then apply a simple

global portfolio strategy in which the allocation is always 1/N to
each country, but model-based optimal weights for that country
set the stock/bond tilt using v−1 r .

The performance characteristics of realized returns can then be
analyzed and compared across different strategies – i.e., for

different subsets of signals used as control variables, as well as
for various samples, periods and so on.8 Note that these
portfolios are unconstrained, so both long and short positions
are permitted, in contrast to the simple long-only 60/40 sorts
used above.
How well do these types of portfolio strategies work? In Exhibit 3,
the backtest based on out-of-sample excess returns is shown
for various signals for the 1980–2015 period, and it illustrates
that performance gains from strategies incorporating credit
growth signals can be meaningful, even over and above the
gains from well-known signals like momentum and value.

6
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Column 1 shows a simple Sharpe ratio for the excess return

deliver a Sharpe ratio more than +2 s.d. in excess of the null, but

over three-month Treasury bills for the unconstrained optimal

the M signal falls just short of that threshold. The MVL

portfolios of each strategy. The unlevered 60/40 benchmark

combination delivers a Sharpe almost +3 s.e. in excess of the null.

has a mean rolling 10-year Sharpe ratio of 0.35. Below it is the
null model, which omits all signals except (rolling) country fixed
effects; its Sharpe is still only 0.46. Adding only momentum,

Clearly, using a combination of signals is the best approach,
and in this setting the inclusion of leverage signals improves
the Sharpe ratio of the strategy by 0.11 units. As Column 2

value or leverage signals individually lifts the Sharpe to 0.70,

shows, scaled to the same volatility as the benchmark 60/40

0.84 or 0.81, respectively – a meaningful gain. Adding
momentum and value signals together raises the Sharpe ratio
to 0.86; including leverage as well lifts the Sharpe to 0.97.

portfolio, the null model raises mean returns by 16 bps, the L
factor by 55 bps and the MVL factor combination by 71 bps.
Columns 3 to 6 show that model performance improves the

Despite the small sample, we also looked into inference on the
Sharpe ratios. For the portfolio returns, the small sample (T = 35
years) leads to Lo asymptotic standard errors on the null Sharpe
ratio equal to 0.18; in Column 1, we find that the V and L signals

most when we use the value and leverage signals, as indicated
by the full-sample R-squared statistics and the statistical
significance of the constrained coefficients on the
respective signals.

Exhibit 3: Sharpe ratios and scaled USD excess returns versus U.S. T-bills to seven Markowitz portfolio strategies
(annual data for advanced economies, 1980-2015 sample)
Strategy

(1)
Mean
rolling 10-year
Sharpe ratio

(2)
Mean return,
scaled to same vol
as 60/40

(3)
Model R-squared,
full sample,
equities

(4)
Significance
levels, full sample,
equities

(5)
Model R-squared,
full sample, bonds

(6)
Significance
levels, full sample,
equities
—

60/40

0.35

0.048

—

—

—

Null

0.46

0.064

0.000

—

0.000

—

M

0.70

0.089

0.027

M

0.045

M

V

0.84

0.104

0.074

V***

0.086

V***

L

0.81

0.103

0.049

L***

0.052

L***

MV

0.86

0.104

0.074

M V***

0.086

M V***

MVL

0.97

0.119

0.093

M V*** L***

0.093

M V*** L***

Note: Standard errors on signal coefficient in Columns 4 and 6: * p < 0.05, * * p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only. Source: PIMCO calculations using Jordà-Schularick-Taylor database.

Exhibit 4: Rolling Sharpe ratios for excess USD total returns to seven Markowitz portfolio strategies (annual data for
advanced economies, 10-year rolling averages since 1980 – 2015 sample)

1.6

Benchmark 60/40
Value

Null
Leverage

Momentum
Momentum + value

Momentum + value + leverage

Rolling 10-year Sharpe ratio

1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
-0.2
1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only. Source: PIMCO calculations using Jordà-Schularick-Taylor database.
8 To apply this technique to annual data, Portugal and Switzerland were dropped due to missing dividend yield data. The training sample is 1950–1969 for N = 14
countries, and the expanding out-of-sample window is 1970–2014.
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Finally, Exhibit 4 shows the 10-year rolling Sharpe ratios for

log change). Fourth, we include D3CREDGDP, defined now as

each of the strategies. The strategy using the full set of

the average of the past four quarters (lags 1 to 4) of the

momentum, value and leverage signals has been able to fairly

observations of three-year lagged changes in credit-to-GDP,

consistently deliver the best performance of any set of signals –

where we use multiple observations of credit growth to cope

or, at least, not do much worse than its rivals.

with noise. Another change from using annual data is the
construction of the credit variable, which in the JST data was

QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE BACKTESTING

total-bank-loans-to-private-sector but here, from Bank for

The results above provide evidence as to how lagged credit

International Settlements (BIS) data, is defined as total private

growth can be used as a predictor of forward-looking asset
returns using historical annual panel data from 1950 to the
present for a set of advanced economies. One obvious question
that follows is whether the same predictability hypothesis is
supported by higher-frequency data that might be more useful
in a real-time investment environment.

sector debt (private nonfinancial sector debt of all kinds,
including loans and debt securities).
Overall, the full in-sample results of this local projection
exercise show that past credit can still be used as a predictor
for forward-looking asset returns with quarterly frequency data.
In line with the post–World War II annual results, higher lagged

To address this question, we repeat and extend the analysis
using quarterly data. For comparability with the results from
annual data, we follow the same local projection specification
as closely as possible, but with some necessary changes.
First, the outcome variable is now the one-quarter-ahead total

credit growth is negative for equity returns going forward and
weakly positive for bond returns.
These results offer guidance, but the real test is whether the
predictive power generates gains in performance when applied
to asset allocation strategies with optimal portfolios reset every

USD return to each asset class (in country i, from quarter q to

quarter. As in the annual data exercise, we use recursive

in the annual long-run data was for 10-year government bonds

optimal tangent portfolio for each date for each country and

q + h). Second, we change the bond total return variable, which
only, and here is based on returns to an aggregate bond index
composed of both corporate and government bonds, with data

predicted excess returns to stocks and bonds to construct an
then assemble these stock/bond tilts into a world portfolio with
1/N weights. In this exercise, we use quarterly data and an

provided by Haver Analytics. Third, in the set of control

out-of-sample window from first-quarter 1995 until today.

variables we include momentum (q minus q – 1 log change to

In this exercise, the excess return of the portfolio strategy using

total USD return) and reversal or quasi-value (q – 1 minus q – 20

the combined MVL signals achieves a Sharpe ratio of 0.74

Exhibit 5: Performance of a benchmark 60/40 with a momentum + value + leverage (MVL) overlay of 0% to 4%
(quarterly data, annualized returns)
Strategy

(1)
Excess return,
mean

(2)
Excess return,
s.d.

(3)
Sharpe
ratio

(4)
Tracking
error

(5)
Leverage

Benchmark 60/40

0.0601

0.1299

0.462

0

1

Add 1% overlay

0.0641

0.1339

0.479

0.0055

1.056

Add 2% overlay

0.0681

0.1380

0.493

0.0109

1.113

Add 3% overlay

0.0721

0.1422

0.507

0.0164

1.169

Add 4% overlay

0.0761

0.1465

0.519

0.0219

1.226

Add 5% overlay

0.0801

0.1508

0.531

0.0273

1.282

Note: Standard errors on signal coefficient in Columns 4 and 5: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only. Source: PIMCO calculations using BIS and PIMCO data. S ample period Q1 1995–Q1 2018. Performance
figures do not reflect the deduction of investment advisory fees and would be lower if applied. E xhibit is provided for illustrative purposes and is not indicative of
the past or future performance of any PIMCO product.
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(annualized) for the full sample. MV signals alone achieve a

about .014 units for each 1% overlay increment, over and

Sharpe ratio of 0.67, so the performance gain from adding the

above the benchmark’s Sharpe ratio of 0.462. Column 4

credit signal is about 9%, or 0.07 units. A null model with no

cautions that increasing use of the overlay will lead to greater

signals achieves 0.61. Thus, the momentum and value signals

tracking error (computed as annual s.d. of deviations from the

improve performance, and the credit signal improves it further.

benchmark). If the portfolio can tolerate, say, a maximum of

Even the credit signal alone achieves 0.72, better than the null

273 bps of tracking error, then a 5% overlay allocation is at the

and MV, and close to the gains of all three.

limit, producing gains of about 200 bps of annual return and

In practice, the implementation of this kind of strategy may be
difficult. Investors may be subject to leverage limits, but the
Markowitz problem above was unconstrained. However, we can
consider a thought experiment for a hypothetical portfolio
manager with a 60/40 benchmark portfolio – with 1/N country
weights, as explained above. But we allow this investor to seek
additional performance by adding small increments of the

about 0.069 in Sharpe ratio units. This would represent a 15%
improvement in annual returns if volatility were held constant.
Finally, these gains are not long-only gains, because the
overlay optimization is unconstrained in terms of portfolio
weights. Column 5 shows the portfolio’s implied average
allocation to bonds plus equities, funded by short cash. Each
1% of overlay usage adds about 5%–6% of leverage. Thus, if
we look at a 5% overlay, the portfolio would be about 130/30

Markowitz portfolio as an overlay.

long equities and bonds versus short cash, on average. The

What happens to the portfolio’s returns and other metrics as
these increments are increased? Exhibit 5 shows how the

average equity weight would still be near 60% (close to the
60% in the long-only benchmark), but the average bond weight
would be about 70% (versus 40% in the long-only benchmark).

performance changes. Several features stand out.

In other words, the overlay effectively induces a risk parity

Each row shows one strategy. The benchmark 60/40 is shown
in the first row. In the next five rows, the overlay is added on
top of the benchmark in small increments of 1%. Column 1

style of investing, on average.
Exhibit 6 looks in detail at the model-implied weights and
leverage, with each dot representing a country’s weight in a

shows that each increment adds about 40 bps per year of
excess return (over three-month Treasuries, the “risk-free rate”
used here) compared with the benchmark’s 601 bps; column 2
shows that excess return volatility also increases by about 40
bps relative to the benchmark’s 1,299 bps. Column 3 shows
that despite this some gains in Sharpe ratios are achieved:

given quarter (each country is then weighted 1/N). For the 5%
overlay, at the portfolio level, equity weights have a range of
55%–75% and bonds have a range of 51%–76%. At no time does
the allocation short equities or bonds. The portfolio ranges
between 17% and 44% short cash, so portfolio leverage ranges
from 1.17 to 1.44 and averages 1.28.

Exhibit 6: Asset allocation weights with the 5% momentum + value + leverage (MVL) overlay
Weight on equities + bonds

1.8

Weight on equities

Weight on bonds

1.6
1.4

Portfolio weight
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Hypothetical example for illustrative purposes only. Source: PIMCO calculations using Jordà-Schularick-Taylor database.
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CONCLUSION
We set out to explore whether leverage cycles leave a signature
on asset returns and whether these patterns have predictive
value for investors. Already, a wave of research has provided
evidence that credit boom and bust episodes deeply influence
future macroeconomic outcomes, so it would be surprising if
the same were not true of financial markets.
Preliminary evidence supports the hypothesis. Today credit
boom periods tend to coincide with strong equity returns in the
immediate past but weak equity returns in the near future. This
is true to a lesser extent for bonds. We find that credit growth
signals can be a useful input for a tactical asset allocation
strategy, alongside such tried and tested signals as momentum
and value.
Further research is needed to confirm the robustness of the
idea, but our preliminary findings suggest that accounting for
the role of credit booms and busts could be as important for
asset pricing studies as it has become for mainstream
macroeconomics.
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